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KIVU NOIR BRINGS YOU 
THE WORLD’S FRESHEST COFFEE

Today marks the launch of a regeneration of coffee quality. A new trending wave in truly 
fresh coffee. Grown on the fertile volcanic shores of Lake Kivu, Rwanda’s deepest body of 
water, at a high altitude of over over 4 800 ft above sea level, Kivu noir is an exclusive, 
single estate, specialty coffee.

Communities in Rwanda have been growing coffee in this region since 1904. And 
today, communities in Rwanda are rebuilding and regenerating their country 

after a dark period in its history.

It is one of the most interesting areas of coffee production and trade in the region. Lake 
Kivu holds a dark, silent secret – it sits upon a rift valley that is slowly being pulled apart, 
causing volcanic activity in the area. 
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KIVU NOIR COFFEE
NKORA
From the volcanic shores
of Lake Kivu 
1 lb medium roast whole 
bean/ground coffee

$34,99 for 1 lb excl. delivery

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

November 15, 2018

Volcanic soils are particularly good for growing coffee due to their high volume of active 
organic matter, which encourages a better leaf-area-to-fruit ratio, leading to better quality 
and improving the flavor of our beans. 

Growing coffee at high altitudes produces a denser, richer bean; because there is less 
oxygen, the plants grow more slowly giving the beans a more concentrated flavor than 
coffee beans harvested at lower altitudes. 

Kivu noir coffee is one of the few coffees in the world that typically goes from our harvest to 
your cup in less then one month, making it the world’s freshest coffee.

KIVU NOIR COFFEE
CYEBUMBA
From the Roaster’s private
collection 
1 lb medium roast whole 
bean/ground coffee

$34,99 for 1 lb excl. delivery

An obsessive, passionate attention to detail and making sure we care about the people 
involved in every step of the process.

What makes Kivu noir coffee the world’s freshest coffee?



This all results in a premium-grade coffee, with wonderful fruity tasting notes, that scores 
up to 91/100 in the Cup of Excellence taste test, putting Kivu noir coffee in the top 1% of 
the world’s best coffees.

Freshness is paramount and that’s why we’re one of very few
companies who roast their beans in their country of origin. 

The quality of raw green coffee beans decreases distinctively over time. Apart from 
well-known ‘off-notes’ that arise from the undesired oxidation of lipids, a typical ‘flatten-
ing’ of the cup quality is detectable. Quality is further dramatically affected once the 
beans have been roasted. The exposed oil on the surface (coffeol) of the beans, which is 
highly reactive, becomes oxidized very quickly and causes the flavor elements to 'flatten'. 

William Boot from Boot Coffee 
Campus says, “Let’s start with a 
topic which many roasters ignore. 
I still meet coffee professionals 
who would say that green beans 
can last up to 4 years. 

They might last up to 4 years, but 
they for sure do not taste good. 
Green coffee is a biological 
product and as such it goes 
through the chemical and 
physical changes of aging.”

Because Kivu noir owns the entire
process, we are able to optimize
how we spread our harvesting and
roasting schedule, so that we can
deliver the world's freshest coffee
beans almost year-round.

Kivu noir is the way to experience
truly fresh coffee.
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Freshness of roasted beans over time

Freshness of green coffee beans over time



By owning the entire supply chain, from crop to cup, and thereby eliminating third-party 
involvement, we assure our commitment to quality and freshness. 

To put this into perspective, our supply chain involves only five stages, versus the 
traditional coffee supply chain, which involves 11. 

Part of our commitment to delivering the freshest product to our customers, is that we’ll 
go the extra mile and fly our roasted, packaged product directly to them. 

Our personal approach has facilitated a nurturing relationship
with our farmers, and our Fair Practices ensure that the farmers

are involved in every part of the process.

Most of our staff are women, many of whom are survivors of the 1994 genocide. We con-
tribute to healthcare and education for our farmers and their children and we support a
number of community enrichment programs. Our Fair Practices enable transparency,
empower communities and grow strong thriving businesses, whilst offering safe, healthy
working conditions, and protect the environment through sustainable farming methods.

Our processing operation, our Fair Practices, and our passion for freshness ensure that 
our crop typically finds its way to your cup in one month. This falls within the peak period 
for maximizing flavor and delivering the best that our fabulous Rwandan Red Bourbon 
Arabica beans have to offer.

TRADITIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN

FARMER

KIVU NOIR SUPPLY CHAIN

MILL COOPERATIVES EXPORTER SHIPPING IMPORTER COMMODITY
TRADERS & HEDGERS

ROASTER DISTRIBUTOR PACKAGE SUPERMARKET

FARMER MILL SHIPPINGROASTERY AT KIVU NOIR HQ DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
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Kivu noir is a truly exclusive, single estate Arabica coffee, made with a loving touch that 
warms the soul. Single estate coffees are grown with extreme care and attention to detail 
and are traceable to the specific farm of origin.  They are the pinnacle of Specialty Coffee 
quality.

Combining this exclusive, quality
coffee bean with unparalleled
expedience, makes Kivu noir
the world's freshest coffee. 

For more information:
contact us at fresh@kivunoir.coffee

Check out our social media:
facebook.com/kivunoir
twitter.com/kivunoir
instagram.com/kivunoir

Kivu noir coffee is now available on kivunoir.coffee 
and on Amazon from 1 December 2018.

For any visuals please visit:
https://kivunoir.coffee/pages/mediacenter
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